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The classical of role of a library
● Providing access to resources: physical and digital
● Managing purchases
● Subscriptions
● Bibliometrics
● Reference managers
● Guides on citation
● Training
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“Traditional” research workflow
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“Modern” research workflow
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Open Science “workflow”
https://101innovations.wordpress.com
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Research evolves, libraries evolve
New services
● Support to researchers
● Institutional repositories
● Open Access Journals
● ORCID
● Dissemination portals of scientific activities
● Research data management
● ...
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Research evolves, libraries evolve
New relations
● Information technology units
● Research management units
● Research project offices
● Technology transfer offices
● CRIS systems
● ...
● Evaluation units
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Research Evaluation
● Internal and external assessments
● Pre and post evaluation
● Individually
● Research groups
● Institutions
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Before Evaluation
Planning research
● Collaboration on applications
● Data Management Plans
Conducting research
● Data quality
● Where to publish
● Open Access Journals
● ORCID
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Evaluation
● Posting outputs in repositories
● Linking of inputs/outputs in a repository, a CRIS system...
● Criteria in internal evaluations
● Reporting scientific production
● Measurements
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Challenges for libraries 
● To know criteria for evaluation
● To know requirements on dissemination
● To know new tools of scholarly communication
● To know new ways of dissemination
● To know new metrics
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Journals quality
Who's Afraid of Peer Review, John Bohannon
Science  04 Oct 2013: Vol. 342, Issue 6154, pp. 60-65
http://doi.org/10.1126/science.342.6154.60
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The world of licensing
Guide to Open Content Logos
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Self-archiving policies
http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/statistics.php?la=es&fIDnum=|&mode=simple
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FAIR Data
https://www.force11.org/fairprinciples
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New ways of evaluation
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New ways of evaluation
http://doi.org/10.1038/520429a
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